and ice can make roads dangerous
Bow and __
An all American breakfast: __ and eggs
__ and tackle is used for lifting or pulling heavy objects
__ and water is considered a punishment
__ and dip are party standards
Peaches and __ make a good dessert
A Song and __ Man might have performed on the Vaudeville stage
Ebony and ivory refers to this instrument
Guns and __ is a famous rock band
Now and then, and here and __ are common expressions
A large __ and trailer may also be called a semi or 18-wheeler
To move __ and earth is to do everything possible
Salt and __ are located on most dinner tables
They fell for it "hook, line, and __"
Forrest Gump and Jenny went together like peas and __
Ketchup and __ can be found on hamburgers and hot dogs
Oil and __ dressing is good on salads
__ and Dragons is a role-playing game
Breaking and __ is a criminal offense
Kids love __ and cheese
"Love and __ goes together like a horse and carriage"
Meat and __ is a hearty meal
If something has all the bells and __, it has a lot of features
Instead of a hotel you can stay in a Bed & __
Dr. Seuss recommends __ __ and Ham
Aesop wrote about The Ant and the __
PB&J is a __ __ and jelly sandwich

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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